At New Classical Academy at Vivian, we believe that all students benefit from a meticulous academic program that builds character and develops academic potential through high structure and discipline. Our program provides an environment that focuses on building twenty-first century philosophers through academic excellence and respectful discourse. New Classical Academy embraces the classical model with a modern twist, providing instruction through a comprehensive liberal arts curriculum, anchored to The Great Books, virtue in all things, and roots in grammar, logic, and rhetoric. We honor a traditional teaching model that encourages hard work, thoroughness, and perseverance. Students at New Classical Academy at Vivian will combine the valuable lessons we learn from history with the skills outlined by Jeffco Generations to become active and engaged members in their communities.

WHAT IS CLASSICAL EDUCATION?

Classical Education emphasizes the seeking of truth and beauty through the study of liberal arts and classic books in a highly structured environment with a measured use of technology. Core knowledge is built through traditional programming to teach liberal arts' trivium (grammar, logic and rhetoric) and quadrivium (arithmetic, geometry and astronomy).

STUDENTS WILL EMBARK ON AN ODYSSEY OF

- Illuminating Knowledge
- Visionary Teaching
- Stellar Character